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**NJ State Policy and Arts Education: Know the Facts**
Outline of New Jersey arts education policy, code and inclusion in the definition of the “thorough and efficient education” as defined by the New Jersey State Constitution.

**A Statement of Principles**
A unified Statement of Principles supporting arts education signed by the New Jersey Association of School Administrators, New Jersey Education Association, New Jersey Principals and Supervisors Association, New Jersey School Boards Association, New Jersey PTA, and Arts Ed NJ.

**Arts Educations Is Essential**
“Arts Education Is Essential,” conveys the pivotal and uplifting arts role education has played during the health crisis, and that arts education can help all students, including those who are in traditionally underrepresented groups, as students return to school.

**ARTS ED NOW Website**
This is the web portal for the ARTS ED NOW Campaign. This includes materials to support campaign participation (logos, memes, graphics, strategy documentation), the “Today an arts student. Tomorrow a <BLANK>” Instagram campaign featuring students from across New Jersey, links to the New Jersey School Performance Reports in Arts Education, links to the ARTS ED NOW closed Facebook group for campaign ideas development and additional campaign support.